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In this primer we describe how to use the line profile program. 
The program is written in Borland Delphi and the executable runs under Windows. 
 
When you run the program, the main Control Panel window will open: 
 

 
 
 
 
Several parameters can be changed as shown on top of the image, but at first try to use 
the default values: 
 R_out (outer disk radius) = 40M 
 θ (disk inclination angle to line of sight) = 300  
 No r pt (Number of radial points in the mesh) = 20 
 No g pt (Number of g points in the mesh) = 20 
 BH size (size of the black hole on the screen) = 4 
 Gamma = 10 (distribution of radial points: high values of Gamma will crowd the grid for  
small values of r)  
 a x 100 (angular momentum of BH) = 1M (that is a = 0.01M) 
 
(the meaning of the other parameters and of further possible options will be explained 
later). 
Now press the Start button. Two progress bars will show the time needed for 
calculations. Then the following image will appear on the screen: 
 



 
 
The accretion disk image is color coded according to red-shift (the disk is assumed to 
rotate from left to right).  
Now press the Grid button and the following image will form: 
 

 
 



The black points represent the intersection of the (constant) g and r curves in the disk 
(mesh intersections). This is the part of the program, which requires a bit of 
understanding, as explained in the paper. The reason is that for extreme values of the 
parameters (e.g. high values of a and/or disk inclination angle), the program may miss 
some mesh connections and the Mesh size should then be properly adjusted.(this will 
generally appear if the points are too crowded – the problem usually, but not always, 
starts at the innermost radius) 
 
The following windows (Channels and Communication  Panel) will then pop up: 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



If the Channels window displays the expected pattern, than the connections are most 
likely OK and press  y (yes) in the second figure (and you’ll be taken to the line profile 
part), otherwise press n (no) (and you will be taken to the initial image in order to modify 
the Mesh, or other, parameters). 
 
(Note:  the r-g mesh is a two dimensional mesh such that the value of r at a mesh  
point is r_i (for i=1 to No r pt) and the value of g is g_k. For a given i  
(in r_i) there exists an interval of g, where g_k exist (for example, for  
very large r, there are no very high or very low g), and if a g_k belongs to  
the given r_i, there are (exactly) two points having the same value g_k -  
one in the upper and the second in the lower half plane. The  
index  k is such that  g_k=g_{-k}, where g_k is the value of g at the mesh point  
and k refers to the upper and -k to the lower member of the group. The  
Channels window shows in white the points {i,k} that exist on the mesh and  
the black dividing line in the middle divides negative and positive k. You  
can see that for large r (rows at the bottom of the screen) there are fewer  
white points, because the g interval is narrower. Also for small r (top of  
the screen) there are no high blue shift points - no large positive are  
large negative k-values. The main reason for this screen is to make it  
obvious if one horizontal line is almost missing (if this happens it usually only  
has two points)). 
 
Let’s assume that all went OK. The following windows will pop up: 
 

 
 
This is the Emissivity Law control panel (see paper).  
At first use the default values and presses the O.K. button. The following figures (line 
profile windows) will be shown: 
 



 
 
 

 
 
The first one shows the mesh on the disk. 



The second one is the final result of the program, showing the line profile. 
 
This is the basic procedure to use the Line Profile program. 
 
 
In the following we explain the details all other possible options. 
Let’s start with the main (initial) Control Panel. On top, you see: 
 

 
 
We already saw the meaning of the parameters  
R_out , θ , No r pt,  No g pt, BH size, Gamma, a x 100. 
They can be changed either with the up-down arrows or editing the values in the text box. 
 
To the right of  the R_out box, there are two boxes: the MS box and the R_in one. 
If you check the first one, then the inner disk radius  will be set to the radius of the 
marginally stable orbit in evaluating the line profile (see paper), otherwise  it is set 
(default) to the radius of the marginally stable orbit (that corresponds to the chosen value 
of a). 
If you check the second one, you are allowed to change the value of the inner disk radius. 
The value that is shown is the one that corresponds to the chosen value of a ; you can 
type  in the box any value that you like for R_in. In order to prevent crushing of the 
program by inputting a non numeric string, or by inputting an obviously unacceptable 
value,  the typed characters appear in red if the string is numeric and if the input R_in 
value is larger than the radius of the MS orbit and R_in<R_out.  
 
The Cls button will clear the (disk) image. 
The S button will save the disk image to the clipboard: 
 

 
 
 



If you click on points of the disk image, you’ll see on the top bar of the control panel the 
values of r, g, ray incl. corresponding to that point (ray incl. is the angle that the ray from 
the point on the disk to the observer forms with the disk normal; far from the black hole 
ray incl. ~ θ), e.g.: 
 

  
 
The g, µ, r check circles in the Control panel will allow you to obtain the disk image 
respectively in g, µ, r false color (µ  = Cos(ray incl.)). For example, this is the µ image: 
 

 
 
 
The red point to the left of the g circle is to make this panel disappear, it will reappear if 
you change either of the parameters that would make a different image (R_out, θ, BH 
size, a)  
Let’s come now to the line profile window. On the top left, you’ll find the following 
control panel: 
 
 
 

 
You can save the line profile as an image to the clipboard (Save button): 
 



 
 
If you click on the line profile interior (or on the color scale on the right) you get the line 
profile contribution of the chosen disk ring. 
 
You can choose either a fixed or automatic or Log or liner for the line profile graph. The 
up-down arrows allow you to rescale the graph (hit O.K. again in the Emissivity law 
panel to get the new rescaled line profile). 
 

 

 
This is an example of a Log plot: 



 
 
 
You can also save the line profile as a text data file that will contain either the data values 
of the line profile (outer only check circle) or of all the ring contributions to the line 
profile (all radii check circle). When clicking the screen, a caption giving the the g-value 
and the Doppler velocity (v/c=(1-g2)/(1+g2)) of the corresponding point appear in the 
caption of the form. 
 

 
 
The (text) data file is formatted as follows: 
1) outer only: the first three lines contain the values of parameters used, the  emissivity 
law used and the columns caption (g, Intensity); 
following lines : first number is the g value and the second intensity 
 
2) all radii: the following values are reported 
   g Intensity1, Intensity2,    ... IntensityN 
    IntensityK is the intensity that the disk would have if it was truncated at r_k  
 
Let’s go back now to the Emissivity Law control panel. 
As explained in the text, the emissivity law is coded as K=(1+n2)/(1+n1) 
The emissivity control panel allows changing the above parameters. 
 



Moreover, if you click on the “ε =” symbol in the Emissivity law form, the following 
window will pop up: 
 

 
 
You can either choose a power law for emissivity, or, clicking the Assigned Emissivity 
check box, you can  design your chosen power emissivity law of the form  
ε(r)= (r/rmin-1)n (rmin/r)q (1 + n1µ)/(1+ n2µ) Exp[-(r-rmin)/L].  
The parameters n, q and L are changed by: “n” click at the yellow line and move 
horizontally with mouse button pressed; “q” click in the first third to the right after 
yellow and move up and down; “L” click at the last third after yellow and move up and 
down and also left. The values of n1 and n2 should be input in the appropriate window. 
When the corresponding line profile is saved (outer radia option) the parameters of the 
designed emissivity law are also saved in the header of the file. (it is a drag and drop 
graph):  

 

 
 
Press the O.K. button in the emissivity control panel and the corresponding line 
profile will show up. 

 
A final note: if you position the cursor to any box, its meaning will show up as a hint. 

  
 


